ABSTRACT
Principles of Project Method
The Principle of Purpose.
Knowledge of purpose is a great stimulus which motivates the child to realize his goal. Purpose motivates learning.
Interest cannot be aroused by aimless and meaningless activities.
The Principle of Activity
Children are active by nature. They love activity. The instincts of curiosity, construction and herd make them active by nature. Therefore, such opportunities should be provided to them which make them active and learn things by doing.
The Principle of Experience
Experience is the best teacher. What is real must be experienced. The children learn new facts and information through experience.
The Principle of Social Experience
The child is a social being and people have to prepare them selves for social life. Training for a cooperative life must be given to the child in his childhood. In the project method, the child works in groups.
The Principle of Reality
Life is real and education should be meaningful and must be real. A child who is to live in a life of reality must be trained through his education. The project method also must be real. The real life situation must be presented to the students.
The Principle of Freedom
The child should be free of impositions, restrictions or obstructions so that he may express himself fully and freely.
He must be freed to choose an activity and to do an activity according to his interests, needs and capacities.
The Principle of Utility
Knowledge will be worthwhile only when it is useful and practical. The traditional system of instruction has very little utility. The project method develops various attitudes and values which are of great significance from a practical point of view.
Types of Projects
Kilpatrick classified four types of projects which are explained as follows,
The producer type
The producer type means that the emphasis is directed towards the actual construction of a material object or article.
The consumer type
The consumer type means that the objective is to obtain either direct or vicarious experience, such as reading and learning to stories, listening to a musical declaration etc.
The problem type
The problem type means that the chief purpose is to solve a problem involving the intellectual processes, such as determining the density of a certain liquid.
Drill type
Drill type means that the objective is to attain a certain degree of skill in a reaction -as learning a vocabulary.
Steps in a Project Method
Project method in teaching is completed through the following steps;
Providing a Situation
It is not right to force a project on unwilling students. The students themselves, should define the state and choose their problems. Of course, the teacher's function would be to provide real and worthwhile situations. The teacher would discover the tastes, temperaments and needs of the students and would provide situations where students feel a spontaneous urge to carry out projects according to their felt needs.
Choosing and Purposing
The project must satisfy a definite need or purpose. The students themselves choose the project. The teacher should not be in a hurry in choosing the project. Many situations should be provided for children. Decision should be always democratic. The teacher should be merely a guide and not thrust his opinion. The children must feel the project as by their own choice.
Planning
The teacher should draw the attention of the students to the need of planning before undertaking the activity. The task of planning is quite difficult. Good planning leads to better ARTICLE result. Different proposals should be discussed and alternatives considered. Students should be asked to write down the plan in their project diary.
Executing the Plan
This step is the longest of all and requires a lot of work. The whole project is to be executed through the cooperative efforts of all students. The various activities of the project should be divided according to the individual interest and abilities of the different children in the class. The teacher should give sufficient guidance to students. He should not dictate them.
Judging
The work is to be reviewed when it is completed, lessons · Interesting: Projects should be interesting and appealing to he emotional hungers of students.
· Challenging: It is an admitted fact that the students wants to do tasks which are challenging in nature.
· Economical: The projects should be economical and should be of least wastage time also.
· Rich in experience: Many experiences of nature should be provided in the project. The project selected should be capable of correlating different subjects and practical activities of life.
PBL in classrooms
"When will I ever use this?" This cringe worthy comment is from a student in the sense of accomplishment felt by a teacher who has spent a week crafting a lesson that she thought would have staying power. If you cringe too, it may be time to lock onto the practice of PBL, which is variously referred to as project, problem or inquiry-based learning.
Where blended learning gives some flexibility to students when they do their work, PBL offers them a choice of what they do. And when students pick the activities they're going to work on, how many of them will openly criticize their own choices? In PBL classrooms, students are not learning simply to pass a test, but applying creativity on job and taking ownership of their own education. As per a rework of the old sayings, teach a student through a quiz for the day;
show him how to calculate profit and loss, and he'll be pitching his next new idea for a lifetime. Some technologies help you to implement PBL in your classroom.
Web-Based Career Readiness System
Teachers want their students to be 'life ready'. That means preparing students for careers to which they are well-suited. The software also has lessons for soft skills such as communication, teamwork and critical thinking.
Collaboration and Course Management Tools
Google Apps for Education is enabling the students to collaborate on papers and presentations. For course management, Canvas by Instructure, is where teachers can put up assignments and students can access them.
Baird has used the online service's asynchronous discussion forum and he is testing out the wiki feature; but since this is the first year, it has been in use, as he said, "we are still exploring its capabilities." Also, now the school is trying out 
Virtual Labs
It makes sense for the chemistry students to study water. As
No. 1 l n School Educational Technologyresidents of Kerala in Southern India have the ocean as a neighbour; and they're currently living in a drought situation, a teacher can run a three-week blended project, Water, water everywhere and not a drop to spare, to help students and put into the action of theories they have been studying in previous weeks. Rather than sticking to a chemistry book, it is better to use virtual labs and scientific equipment to help the students go deeper in their understandings of the concepts.
Virtual labs helps to perform experiments that help them to learn to identify acids and bases and also to detect and figure out how to remove substances dissolved in water and to become contaminants. It also explores the chemistry of ocean acidification and its impacts on sea creatures using interactive models, via a virtual lab bench and a microscope measurement tool (Vivitsou, M 2007) . 
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